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1 What is the Critical Question?

2 What are the Key Terms and explanations?
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3 What are the Supporting Questions and answers?



3 What are the Supporting Questions and answers? (continued)

4 What is the Main Idea answer?

5 How can we use the Main Idea?

6 Is there an Overall Idea? Is there a real-world use?
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	Title: Our Environment
	Student_Name: Peppermint Patty
	Date: 3/21/13
	Course_Question: 
	Unit_Question: 3
	Lesson_Question: 
	Critical_Question: How do problems with the ozone layer teach us about human effects on our environment?
	Key_Terms1: environmentozone layerUVCFCs
	Key_Terms2: All the things surrounding us (air, land, living things)Invisible layer of gas that shields us from UV radiationUltraviolet radiation - harmful rays from the sunChlorofluorocarbons - chemicals with chlorine
	Supporting_Questions1: What has happened in the past?What has caused PROBLEMS?What are the EFFECTS?
	Supporting_Questions2: A protective ozone layer was formed when UV rays hit the oxygen in the air around earth.The ozone layer around the earth is being destroyed by CFCs in products like cleaning products, foam containers, refrigerator coolants and spray cans.Physical harm: skin cancer & cateractsEnvironmental harm: crops and ocean plantsChange in weather patternsGreenhouse warming of the atmosphere
	Supporting_Questions1a: What are the SOLUTIONS?What are other concerns?
	Supporting_Questions2a: Voluntary cutbacks of CFC productsUse of alternatives to CFCs such as HCFCsWorld conferences to cut CFC useSome people still don't think it's a problem.
	Main_Idea: People can harm the environment without intending it or even believing it.
	Main_Use: How can we explore the facts ourselves?Experiments with balloons show that oxygen can be changed to ozone.
	Overall_Idea: What can an individual do?An individual can decide to do research on which products cause damage to ozone layer.J. Bulgren 2008


